
Your clients and business partners want to have their 
fingers on the pulse of what is happening outside their 
organisation.  Sharing relevant market intelligence is a 
good way to add value and take another important step 
towards ‘trusted adviser’ status. 

If you are sharing market intelligence, tell the reader 
why/how what you’re sharing will affect your client 
then tell them what they need to do to either avoid or 
take advantage of the likely impact.

This is a Tenandahalf favourite – share your 
professional network. 

Making introductions creates goodwill, adds value and 
help you build your personal credibility.  Better still, by 
connecting the two people you’ll be strengthening your 
bond with both at the same time.  

Business doesn’t happen in a vacuum.   Use your 
communications to highlight what’s happening at a 
macro level (e.g. current coronavirus crisis and the 
wider economic concerns). 

And don’t fall behind the curve.  To stay credible, you’ll 
need to do act fast, especially as there is so much 
content being bumped at the minute.

Do you remember as a child when you used to get 
freebies with your favourite cereal?  How exciting was 
that?!  

10½ tips that’ll make sure your emails are 
welcomed rather than deleted

1. Share market intelligence

2. Bespoke is best

3. Make an introduction

4. Be topical

5. Give something for nothing 

How can you do BD when you can’t do BD?  
Pt 4:  Working from home (and other bits)



Your clients are no different.  They want to get more 
than they’re paying for so always keep an eye out to 
spot what else you could be telling them about. 

Just highlighting a problem or change in legislation or 
regulations isn’t enough.  You need to solve problems 
in your communications by giving clear, straightforward 
commercial ‘in your shoes’ advice.

Frame your email around an issue your client has raised 
before and provide the extra guidance or updated 
advice they’ll need.

Your clients are busy and probably not particularly 
interested in the law or latest tax regulations.  

What they are interested in is their business which is  
why your emails (and your subject lines) need to be to 
the point and relevant. 

Also, people tend to speed read and may miss 
important details if your email is overly complicated or 
waffley.

Emails are written because you want them to make 
something happen. It is therefore critical that your last 
paragraph tells the reader exactly what to do next, how 
to do it and by when.

If you are writing to let someone know they need to do 
something by a certain date, be mindful that they will 
undoubtedly have other things on.  Be realistic in your 
expectations and always give them plenty of time to 
act.

Your clients don’t need to be hassled or feel pressured.  

Always be courteous, measured and sensitive to the 
reader’s other commitments.  

6. Solve a problem

7. Take the initiative 

8. Short and punchy

9. Make the next steps easy

10. Give your client time to act

10½. Don’t make demands 
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